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A B S T R A C T   

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a complex disorder that involves physiological, emotional, and cognitive 
dysregulation that may occur after exposure to a life-threatening event. In contrast with the condition of learned 
fear with resilience to extinction, abnormal fear with impaired fear extinction and exaggeration are considered 
crucial factors for the pathological development of PTSD. The prefrontal cortex (mPFC) is considered a critical 
region of top-down control in fear regulation, which involves the modulation of fear expression and extinction. 
The pathological course of PTSD is usually chronic and persistent; a number of studies have indicated temporal 
progression in gene expression and phenotypes may be involved in PTSD pathology. In the current study, we use 
a well-established modified single-prolonged stress (SPS&FS) rat model to feature PTSD-like phenotypes and 
compared it with a footshock fear conditioning model (FS model); we collected the frontal tissue after extreme 
stress exposure or fear conditioning and extracted RNA for transcriptome-level gene sequencing. We compared 
the genetic profiling of the mPFC at early (<2 h after solely FS or SPS&FS exposure) and late (7 days after solely 
FS or SPS&FS exposure) stages in these two models. First, we identified temporal differences in the expressional 
patterns between these two models and found pathways such as protein synthesis factor eukaryotic initiation 
factor 2 (EIF2), transcription factor NF-E2-related factor 2 (NRF2)-mediated oxidative stress response, and acute 
phase responding signaling enriched in the early stage in both models with significant p-values. Furthermore, in 
the late stage, the sirtuin signaling pathway was enriched in both models; other pathways such as STAT3, cAMP, 
lipid metabolism, Gα signaling, and increased fear were especially enriched in the late stage of the SPS&FS 
model. However, pathways such as VDR/RXR, GP6, and PPAR signaling were activated significantly in the FS 
model’s late stage. Last, the network analysis revealed the temporal dynamics of psychological disorder, the 
endocrine system, and also genes related to increased fear in the two models. This study could help elucidate the 
genetic temporal alteration and stage-specific pathways in these two models, as well as a better understanding of 
the transcriptome-level differences between them.   

1. Introduction 

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a stress-related disorder, that 
develops after exposure to an extremely traumatic event, experiencing 
as a severe injury or life-threatening situation. The pathological states of 
PTSD involve persistent affective, cognitive, somatic, and behavioral 

changes (van der Kolk et al., 1996). The persistence of fearful memories 
is a key component of PTSD pathology. Fear responses are essential for 
an individual’s survival mechanism, but PTSD has been characterized as 
impaired fear extinction and exaggerated fear responses (Milad et al., 
2006; Norrholm et al., 2011; Ressler and Mayberg, 2007). The abnormal 
fears experienced during PTSD could be a core factor in the maintenance 
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of trauma re-experience and avoidance behavior in PTSD (Elzinga and 
Bremner, 2002; Pitman et al., 2012; VanElzakker et al., 2014; Yehuda 
and LeDoux, 2007). 

The paradigm of Pavlovian fear conditioning has been widely 
employed for understanding the mechanism of pathological fears in 
animal models. The presence of neutral stimuli (conditioned stimulus, 
[CS]; e.g., neutral tones or light) paired with electrical shock (uncon-
ditioned stimulus, [US]) formed fear conditioning, [US] is used to evoke 
fear conditioning (Maren, 2001; Tovote et al., 2015; VanElzakker et al., 
2014). While exposed to trauma, the presence of stimuli (e.g. smells, 
light, and sound) paired with an aversive experience (e.g. a traumatic 
event) could also lead to pathological conditions in PTSD (Careaga et al., 
2016). Understanding the biological basis and mechanisms involved in 
fear expression is crucial for understanding the pathological changes 
involved in PTSD. Research has shown the prefrontal cortex (PFC) is a 
critical neural component for regulating fear expression in rodents 
(Almada et al., 2015). Studies in animal models have suggested the 
prelimbic (PrL) subregion participates in fear expression and sends 
excitatory projections to the basal nucleus of the amygdala (BLA). The 
activation of PrL increases freezing behavior, but the infralimbic (IL) 
cortex has an antagonistic modulation, the activation of IL reduced fear 
expression (Brinley-Reed et al., 1995; Vertes, 2004). Furthermore, it has 
been shown that fear regulation shares functional homology between 
rodent and human brain regions (VanElzakker et al., 2014). Specifically, 
the rodent PL region is homologous to the human dorsal anterior 
cingulate cortex (dACC), which projects to the amygdala. Similarly, the 
rodent IL region is likely a homologue of the human ventral mPFC, 
which projects to the basal nucleus and amygdala. Therefore, the 
importance of PFC in fear regulation appears to be conserved across 
species. The top-down control of the PFC also affects the function of two 
other critical brain regions in PTSD pathology: the hippocampus and the 
amygdala. These regions are involved in the regulation of the 
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and the negative feedback 
loop of glucocorticoids for stress response (Jacobson and Sapolsky, 
1991), contextual memory acquisition and expression (Phillips and 
LeDoux, 1992), defensive fear-related behavior (Kjelstrup et al., 2002), 
and abnormal contextualization and flashbacks of traumatic memories 
(Desmedt et al., 2015). 

The development of PTSD has been suggested to be a longitudinal 
progress that could be divided into different stages. A proposed staging 
model (McFarlane et al., 2017) raised the concept that the regulation of 
glucocorticoid receptors, cytokine, immune, and metabolism responses 
possibly have differential expression levels during the early and later 
stages of PTSD’s pathological course. Lines of evidence from the longi-
tudinal transcriptomic research in mouse models featuring PTSD have 
supported this concept. The sequential regulation of inflammatory re-
sponses, cell cycle, and tissue remodeling processes revealed a temporal 
disease-perturbed molecular network associated with acute heart injury 
in a mouse model simulating PTSD (Cho et al., 2014). A two-site lon-
gitudinal study found that RNA expression in the immediate aftermath 
of trauma and a 6-month follow-up revealed critical gene candidates for 
PTSD development and also causal genes for PTSD and comorbid con-
ditions, it was indicated that the longitudinal study could help promote 
the understanding of the causal mechanism in the development of PTSD 
(Wuchty et al., 2021). 

In addition, genome studies have suggested a variety of candidate 
biomarkers could play important roles in PTSD pathology. Studies of the 
serotonin transporter (5-HTT) knockout rat models have shown these 
animals exhibited higher anxiety-like and depression-like phenotypes 
(Kalueff et al., 2010), and also impaired fear extinction (Nonkes et al., 
2012). The dopaminergic system has also been associated with PTSD 
pathology. Research suggests it is involved in dopaminergic reward 
dysfunction and anhedonia in a rat model (Enman et al., 2015). 
HPA-axis dysregulation is one of the core features in PTSD, FK506 
binding protein 5 (FKBP5), a cochaperone of hsp90, which mediates the 
sensitivities of glucocorticoid receptors (GRs) (Zannas et al., 2016), the 

protein complex of FKBP5 and GR which was found elevated in 
fear-conditioned mice, and blocking the formation of this protein com-
plex resulted in impaired fear memory consolidation and recall in mice 
(Li et al., 2020). In addition, activation of the cyclic adenosine mono-
phosphate (cAMP)-responsive element-binding protein (CREB) was 
shown to be necessary for fear retrieval in mice, which engaged in fear 
reconsolidation and extinction (Mamiya et al., 2009). In addition to 
cAMP and CREB, other molecules, such as brain-derived neurotrophic 
factor (BDNF) and mGluR5 are important mediators for fear condi-
tioning (Liu et al., 2004; Riedel et al., 2000), protein kinases such as 
protein kinase A (PKA), protein kinase C (PKC) and cyclin-dependent 
kinase 5 (CDK5) are crucial for the consolidation of fear memory (Ahi 
et al., 2004; Fischer et al., 2002). 

Our study involved the collection of PFC tissue samples from animal 
models of PTSD and fear, and we performed a two-site longitudinal 
genetic profile analysis. Understanding the gene expression at the early 
(<2 h after fear conditioning or extreme stress exposure) and late (7 
days after fear conditioning or extreme stress exposure) stages could 
help illustrate temporal changes and distinguish genetic profiling dif-
ferences in these two models. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Animals 

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (300–400 g; purchased from BioLASCO 
Taiwan Co., Ltd, Taipei, Taiwan) were housed in ventilation cages with 
food and water access ad libitum. The temperature of the colony room 
was maintained at 20 ± 2 C with a 12 h light/dark cycle (light on from 7 
a.m. to 7 p.m.). All of the experiments were performed during the light 
phase and within a specific time frame, from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. Besides, 
we followed the standard ethical guidelines of the Academia Sinica 
Institutional Animal Care and Utilization Committee (Ethical Protocol 
ID: 19-12-1386). All efforts were made to minimize animals’ suffering 
and reduce the number of animals used. The animals were randomly 
divided into a control group and two experimental groups (N = three in 
each group). 

2.2. Preparation of the animal models featuring PTSD and fear 
conditioning 

The single-prolonged stress (SPS) animal model (Liberzon et al., 
1997) is a well-established animal model of the fear-related features of 
PTSD and one of the most frequently used models in rats. For model 
preparation in our study, we applied an enhanced SPS paradigm, a 
combination of SPS and footshock fear conditioning (FS) in rats (SPS&FS 
model) (Wang et al., 2008, 2015). The preparation procedure was 
conducted based on previous designs (Wang et al., 2008, 2015); rats 
were individually restrained for 2 h in a restraint tube, and then 
immediately introduced to forced swimming for 15 min. After 15 min of 
recovery, rats were exposed to ether until loss of consciousness (defined 
as rats showing no response to foot pinch). Before the animals awakened 
from ether exposure, they were introduced into a shock cage (50 × 50 ×
50 cm), and immediately after the animals awoke, a modified footshock 
protocol (Mikics et al., 2008) was given: two shock trains of 1.5 mA for 1 
s (US). Each US was paired with 30 s neutral auditory tone at 80 dB (CS) 
and offset together. A total of ten shocks were delivered in 5 min. 
However, in the FS model, animals only received the US-CS footshock 
protocol for fear conditioning without SPS exposure. For the SPS&FS 
model and FS model preparation, animals received SPS&FS or FS on Day 
0 (Fig. 1A). 

2.3. Context re-exposure after FS or SPS&FS 

After the animals had received FS or SPS&FS on Day 0, they were 
returned to a footshock cage on Day 7 for context re-exposure and 
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freezing level measurement (Fig. 1A and B). At each time of context re- 
exposure, freezing behavior was accessed with six neutral auditory tones 
at 80 dB 30 s (CS) and 30 s intervals between each CS. Freezing behavior 
was considered detected when animals did not move for 2 s (Karalis 
et al., 2016). Freezing levels were scored by the FreezeScan system 
(Clever Sys, Inc., Reston, VA). 

2.4. Tissue collection and RNA extraction 

For tissue collection, the PFC brain tissue from an early time point 
(<2 h after FS or SPS&FS) and a late time point (Day 7 after FS or 
SPS&FS exposure) was collected. The brain region and time points were 
selected based on our electrophysiology pilot study (Chang and Shyu, 
2022). Our local field potentials (LFPs) results showed suppressed delta 
activities (0.5–4 Hz) correlating with freezing behavior before 2 h, 
characterized at 2 h, and persisting until later time points, such as D7 
after SPS&FS exposure. The PFC exhibited the most significant delta 
activities compared to the amygdala and ventral hippocampus. There-
fore, we considered the time point before delta activities increased (<2 
h) as the early stage and the time point with significant delta activities 
(D7) as the late stage, which allowed us to identify significant under-
lying temporal genetic differences. Rats were euthanized with an over-
dose of sodium pentobarbital and later, the brain tissue was removed. 
Brain tissue was first sliced into thick coronal slices with a slicer that 
produced slices 1.0 mm thick. Tissue samples were collected from two 
slice sections within the range of bregma +3.24 mm to +1.24 mm, 
which included the regions of cingulate cortex area 1 and 2 (Cg1 and 2), 
IL, and PrL. Tissue slices were isolated and immediately frozen in dry ice 
(− 30 ◦C). The tissue was later stored at − 80 ◦C for further use. For total 
RNA extraction, total RNA was extracted following the RNeasy Mini 
Kit’s (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, United States) instructions. RNA was 
quantified using a NanoDrop ND-1000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Wal-
tham, MA). RNA samples were subjected to next-generation sequencing, 

and all sequencing was performed at PhalanxBio Inc. (Taipei, Taiwan). 

2.5. Next-generation sequencing data generation and analysis 

2.5.1. Acquisition and analysis of expression data 
Raw reads of RNA-seq from the sequencing instrument were first 

trimmed off the low-quality tranche and then checked. Besides, the RNA 
quality checks involve three main parts: (1) Sample quality control, the 
minimum required concentration is 500 ng high-quality total RNA, the 
RNA integrity number (RIN) is > 8, OD260/OD280 ≥ 1.8, OD260/OD230 ≥

1.5. PolyA mRNA was purified and fragmented, and first- and second- 
strand cDNA was synthesized from the input of total RNA; (2) Library 
quality control includes ligating barcoded linkers to generate indexed 
libraries, which are then pooled and sequenced using an Illumina 
sequencer in paired-end 150-bp Rapid Run format to generate 20 million 
total reads per sample, the depth of sequencing is 50X; and (3) 
Sequencing data filtering and trimming is performed, where raw reads 
are trimmed based on two criteria: reads shorter than 35 bp are dis-
carded, and reads with an average quality below 15 in a sliding window 
of four bases are removed. Spliced Transcripts Alignment to a Reference 
(STAR) software was used for mapping preprocessed read data to the 
reference genome (Ensembl Rnor_6.0). Phalanx Biotech performed 
Illumina TruSeq Stranded mRNA sequencing following the standard 
Illumina kit protocol (Illumina, San Diego, CA). Cufflinks (http://cuff 
links.cbcb.umd.edu/) was used on the resulting alignment files to esti-
mate the expression levels by calculating the number of RNA-seq frag-
ments per kilobase of transcript per total million (FPKM) fragments 
mapped. Significance analysis of the RNA-seq data was performed using 
standard selection criteria to identify differentially expressed genes 
(DEGs; p < 0.05). The expression patterns of heat map and hierarchical 
clustering of Pearson correlation coefficients were used to demonstrate 
the expression patterns of these DEGs. The effect sizes of genes were 
calculated with Cohen’s d. 

Fig. 1. The study paradigm of the FS and SPS&FS models, freezing behavior measurement on Day 7 after FS or SPS&FS exposure, and tissue collection of the frontal 
cortex for RNA extraction. (A) The study paradigm of the FS and SPS&FS models, models were prepared on D0, and the steps of model preparation were illustrated, 
freezing behavior was measured on 7 days after FS or SPS&FS exposure, and tissue collection was divided into short-term (ST, < 2 h after FS or SPS&FS exposure) and 
long-term (LT, 7 days after FS or SPS&FS exposure) groups. (B) The levels of immobility in the control group and freezing levels in the FS or SPS&FS group (**p <
0.01). (C) Tissue collection from the frontal cortex for RNA extraction. The tissue samples were collected from two slice sections within the range of bregma +3.24 
mm to +1.24 mm, which included the regions of Cg1, Cg2, IL, and PrL. The diagrams of sagittal and coronal sections modified from Paxinos and Watson (2004), 5th 
edition, Academic Press. Cg1 and 2, cingulate cortex, area 1 and 2; IL, infralimbic cortex; PrL, prelimbic cortex. 
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Cohen′s d =
|Intervention Group Mean − Control Group Mean|

Pooled Standard Deviation  

2.5.2. Differentiating expression patterns among groups 
Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using iDEP 0.93 

(integrated differential expression and pathway analysis 0.93, 
http://bioinformatics.sdstate.edu/idep/) (Ge et al., 2018) to differen-
tiate patterns among the control group and the early- and late-phase of 
FS and SPS&FS groups. 

2.5.3. Gene function and regulatory network analysis 
The fold changes of DEGs at time points of <2 h and 7days after FS or 

SPS&FS were uploaded to QIAGEN Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA, 
Ingenuity Systems, Inc. Redwood City, CA). The interactions among 
DEGs were revealed by the Ingenuity Pathway Knowledge Base, and IPA 
was applied to categorize DEGs in specific diseases and functions. To 
interpret the gene expression results in IPA, we compared all interven-
tion groups with the control group. Two IPA scores were used to assess 
regulators and networks: the "enrichment” score, which measured the 
overlap of observed and predicted gene sets using Fisher’s exact test 
(FET) p-values, and the z-scores, which evaluated up/down-regulation 
pattern match and functioned as a significant measure and predictor 
for regulator activation state (Kramer et al., 2014). For group/subgroup 
comparisons, we specifically compared all intervention groups to the 
control group. Z-scores were computed by standardizing the dispersion 
of observed and predicted up/down regulation patterns within each 
intervention group compared to the control group. Analysis of “canon-
ical pathways”, “upstream modulators”, “gene networks”, and “diseases 
and functions” was performed in IPA. The heat map of DEGs was illus-
trated using MATLAB packages (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and 
Morpheus (https://software.broadinstitute.org/morpheus). For the 
network analysis, we first used the Build Connect tool in IPA to create 
connections between molecules, and colors of z-score levels were further 
illustrated by MATLAB packages. 

2.6. Statistical analysis 

Behavioral data from the freezing level measurement were expressed 
as mean ± SD. The comparison of freezing levels was only made be-
tween the FS and SPS&FS groups with Welch’s t-test, p < 0.05 was 
considered statistically significant. Bar graphs and associated statistical 
analysis were illustrated using GraphPad software (CA, USA). 

3. Results 

3.1. The study paradigm for understanding the temporal alterations after 
FS or SPS&FS exposure, freezing levels and tissue collection in the two 
models 

To identify the temporal genetic alterations in the FS and SPS&FS 
models, animals were exposed to either solely fear conditioning (FS) or 
extreme stress (SPS&FS) on Day 0. Next, they were divided into two- 
time points: short-term (ST, <2 h after FS or SPS&FS exposure) and 
long-term time point (LT, Day 7 after FS or SPS&FS exposure), the model 
preparation process was outlined, following the preparation steps in 
Section 2.2 of the Materials and Methods (Fig. 1A). Freezing levels of the 
LT FS and SPS&FS groups were measured on Day 7 before animals were 
euthanized for tissue collection (Fig. 1B). The freezing levels of SPS&FS 
animals were significantly higher when compared with FS animals (t =
8.810, df = 3.599, p = 0.0015). In addition, we also measured the 
control group’s levels of immobilization. The average immobility level 
in the control group was 14.91%. The levels of immobile behavior in the 
control group and the freezing levels in the FS or SPS&FS group across 
the six auditory tones were shown in Supplemental Figure A1 mPFC 
tissues for RNA extraction were collected individually from the ST and 
LT groups in the FS and SPS&FS models, Fig. 1C illustrates the 

representative atlas of tissue collection sites, including the subregions of 
Cg1, Cg2, IL, and PrL of the mPFC, within the range of bregma +3.24 
mm to +1.24 mm. 

3.2. Analysis of the DEGs in the mPFC after FS or SPS&FS exposure 

RNA-seq data analysis was performed to compare the temporal 
frontal transcriptomes of the control, FS, and SPS&FS groups. A number 
of DEGs were identified in the ST and LT groups. The gene expression 
patterns are shown in Fig. 2A. In addition, compared with the control 
group, many DEGs were identified in the ST and LT groups of the FS and 
SPS&FS models (Fig. 2B). We identified 1925 (ST cohort of the FS group) 
and 2228 (LT cohort of the FS group) upregulated genes, 1946 (ST 
cohort of the SPS&FS group), and 271 (LT cohort of the SPS&FS group) 
upregulated genes, and 2323 (ST cohort of the FS group) and 2572 (LT 
cohort of the FS group) downregulated genes, and 1185 (ST cohort of the 
SPS&FS group), and 126 (LT cohort of the SPS&FS group) down-
regulated genes in each group. The PCA plot (Fig. 2C) shows the sepa-
rated clusters between the control, FS, and SPS&FS groups, presenting 
the temporal differences among the early and late phases and the genetic 
differences among the control, FS, and SPS&FS groups. 

3.3. Analysis of the biological processes at the early and late phases after 
FS or SPS&FS exposure 

Functional enrichment analysis was performed to determine the 
enriched biological processes in association with DEGs. We identified 
many early and late responsive pathways in FS and SPS&FS models 
(Fig. 3). In the FS group, pathways enriched in the early stage included 
eukaryotic initiation factor 2 (EIF2) signaling, NF-E2-related factor 2 
(NRF2)-mediated oxidative stress response, acute phase responding 
signaling, kinetochore metaphase signaling pathway, immunology, and 
Gαs signaling pathway. However, in the late phase of the FS group, 
pathways such as the sirtuin signaling pathway, VDR/RXR signaling, the 
glycoprotein 6 (GP6) pathway, and PPAR signaling were more enriched. 
In addition, several biological pathways were expressed with significant 
p-values (p < 0.05) and overlapped in both FS and SPS&FS groups. In the 
early phase of the SPS&FS model, we found biological pathways such as 
EIF2 signaling, acute phase responding signaling, immunology, peroxi-
some proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) signaling, VDR/RXR 
signaling, corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) signaling pathway, 
and Th2 pathway activated in the early phase with significant p-values 
(p < 0.05). In addition, in the late stage of the SPS&FS model, we found 
biological processes such as the sirtuin signaling pathway, signal 
transducers and activators of the transcription 3 (STAT3) pathway, the 
cAMP pathway, lipid metabolism, the Gαs signaling pathway, and 
increased fear were more enriched in the late phase of the SPS&FS 
model. We found that a small number of pathways were more activated 
at a particular time; for example, the kinetochore metaphase signaling 
pathway was only significantly expressed in the early phase of the FS 
group and the GP6 pathway in the late phase of the FS group. Moreover, 
in the early stage of the SPS&FS group, the CRH signaling pathway was 
particularly more activated; other pathways such as STAT3, the cAMP 
pathway, lipid metabolism, and increased fear were particularly more 
enriched in the late stage of the SPS&FS group. We also identified 
pathways with reverse activation conditions in the SPS&FS and FS 
groups, including PPAR signaling and VDR/RXR signaling. These 
pathways were more involved in the early phase of the SPS&FS group. In 
comparison, these pathways were more enriched in the late phase of the 
FS group. The Gαs signaling pathway was more enriched in the late 
phase of the SPS&FS group, but in the FS group, it was found to have 
more involvement in the early phase. In addition, the pathway of 
increased fear was significantly enriched only in the late phase of the 
SPS&FS group, but not in the FS group, which may explain the key 
phenotype of abnormal fear maintenance in PTSD. Moreover, Table A.1 
in the Appendices presents the p-values associated with each ingenuity 
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canonical pathway, the analysis revealed an overall trend in the 
enriched pathways across the two stages. In both the SPS&FS and FS 
models, there was a notable increase in pathway enrichment from the 
early to the late stages. The trend suggests a dynamic temporal response, 
where early-stage pathways focus on immediate cellular and hormonal 
responses, while late-stage pathways involve more complex signaling 
processes and metabolic adaptations. 

3.4. Analysis of temporal DEGs expression in the early and late phases 
after FS or SPS&FS exposure 

Next, from the analysis of upstream modulators by IPA (Fig. 4A), we 
found that genes such as Adcyap1r1, Lep, and c-fos were highly activated 
in the early phase of the SPS&FS group. Other genes such as Tsc2 and 
Gdnf were more downregulated. However, in the late phase of the 
SPS&FS group, upstream Gdnf and c-fos were upregulated compared 
with the control group. In addition, a reverse condition in the FS group, 
upstream Tsc2, was highly activated in both the early and late phases. 
Other modulator genes such as Adcyap1r1 were downregulated in both 
the early and late phases in the FS group. 

In addition, we further analyzed the expression patterns of DEGs 
involved in the enriched biological process of early and late phases in 
both the FS and SPS&FS models. The representative heat maps of 
important genes are shown in Fig. 4B and C. In the early phase (Fig. 4B), 
we compared major pathways involved in both the FS and SPS&FS 
models, such as EIF2 signaling, NRF2-mediated oxidative stress 
response, and acute phase responding signaling. In the EIF2 signaling 
pathway, we identified a considerable number of DEGs activated during 
the early phase of SPS&FS, including a major pathway of ribosomal Rpl 
genes (Rpl12, Rpl22, and Rpl36a), Rps genes (Rps2 and Rps29), and other 
genes such as Trib3 encodes pseudokinase protein and Ddit3, which are 
involved in oxidative stress. In the NRF2-mediated oxidative stress 
response pathway, we also observed many inducible transcription fac-
tors activated during the early phase of SPS&FS, such as Maff, c-fos, 

JunB, Fosl1, and Mafk. In addition, we found genes such as antioxidant 
enzymes, Sod1, and Gpx2, and a gene encodes the enzyme heme oxy-
genase, Hmox1. Another gene, Fkbp5 encodes a significant regulator 
protein participated in the HPA axis, which was activated in the early 
phase of SPS&FS, but was less activated in the late phase of the FS and 
SPS&FS groups. In the acute phase responding signaling pathway, a 
number of genes were activated during the early phase of SPS&FS, 
including genes in signaling pathways implicated in anti-inflammatory 
responses (Socs3, Il1b, and IL6R); serpin family E member 1 (Serpine1), 
a gene associated with complement system gene C1qb and cytokine re-
ceptor gene Osmr. In the late phase (Fig. 4C), pathways such as the 
sirtuin signaling pathway, STAT3 pathway, cAMP pathway, lipid 
metabolism, and Gαs signaling pathway were more enriched. In the 
sirtuin signaling pathway, which is most notable for metabolic regula-
tion, we identified genes that encode proteins important for apoptosis 
(Bcl2l11 and Foxo3), and cellular energy metabolism (Prkaa1 and 
Prkaa2). In addition, genes encode for other factors such as glycogen 
synthase kinase-3 (Gsk3b), metalloproteinases (Adam10), nicotinamide 
phosphoribosyltransferase (Nampt), and transcription factors (Mycn and 
Clock) showed convergent activation in the late phases of both the FS 
and SPS&FS models. In the STAT3 pathway, we found genes such as 
receptor proteins (Bmpr1a, Egfr, Fgfr3&4, and Kdr), interleukin receptor 
and related proteins (Il17rd and Il1rl2), kinases for cellular signaling 
(Mapk1 and Mapk8), and GTPase (Rap1b and Rras2) had higher activa-
tion in the late phase of the SPS&FS model. However, these genes in the 
FS group were less activated. In the cAMP pathway, a number of genes in 
the late phase of SPS&FS were upregulated. Among these genes, Adcy8 
and Mapk1 were more activated in the early and late phases of the FS 
group and the late phase of SPS&FS. Furthermore, Htr6, Grm7, and Atf2 
were more activated in the early phase of the FS group and the late phase 
of SPS&FS. Conversely, most of the genes in the FS group were down-
regulated. Additionally, the expression levels of upstream modulators 
and early- and late-responsive DEGs are provided in Table A.2 in the 
Appendices. 

Fig. 2. Expression of DEGs identified in early and late phases after FS or SPS&FS exposure. (A) Heat map of DEGs identified in the control, FS, and SPS&FS groups. 
The hierarchical clustering of Pearson correlation coefficients was used to demonstrate the expression patterns of these DEGs. (B) The numbers of DEGs at different 
time points in each group. (C) Principal component analysis (PCA) of DEGs in each group. Con: control group, ST: short-term (<2 h after FS or SPS&FS exposure); LT: 
long-term (7 days after FS or SPS&FS exposure), N = three in each group. 
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3.5. Canonical analysis of metabolic and signaling pathways involved in 
the early and late metabolic processes after FS or SPS&FS exposure 

Canonical analyses were performed to determine the metabolic and 
signaling pathways in the early and late phases. Fig. 5 shows the 
metabolic pathways in the early and late phases after FS or SPS&FS 
exposure. After FS or SPS&FS exposure, we found pathways that showed 
a pattern similar to being downregulated during the LT SPS&FS phase 
and being upregulated during the ST FS, LT FS, and ST SPS&FS phases. 
These pathways include oxidative phosphorylation, 3-phosphoinositide 
degradation, tetrakisphosphate biosynthesis, gluconeogenesis I, phos-
pholipases, glycolysis I, stearate biosynthesis I, tRNA charging, fatty acid 
β-oxidation I, TCA cycle II and glutathione redox reactions I. In addition, 
some pathways were maintained at similar levels during the early and 
late stages of the FS and SPS&FS models, including triacylglycerol 
degradation, tryptophan degradation III and glutathione-mediated 
detoxification. 

Next, Fig. 6 shows the pathways associated with signaling. Some of 
the results show a pattern of higher z-scores during the late phase of 
SPS&FS and lower z-scores during ST FS, LT FS, and ST SPS&FS, 
including pathways such as CREB signaling in neurons and regulation by 
stathmin1. In addition, some pathways exhibited a pattern of higher z- 
scores during the early and late phases of the FS group and lower z- 

scores during the early and late phases of the SPS&FS group. These 
pathways included estrogen receptor signaling, IL-15 signaling, NAD 
signaling, GP6 signaling, EIF2 signaling, P2Y purigenic receptor 
signaling, LPS-stimulated MAPK signaling, and NRF2-mediated oxida-
tive stress response. Here, we observed that two pathways were signif-
icantly downregulated in the early and late phases of the FS and SPS&FS 
groups: they were PPAR signaling and antioxidant action of vitamin C. 

3.6. The network analysis represents temporal alterations after FS or 
SPS&FS exposure 

In this section, we compared the ST and LT network dynamic alter-
ations in the FS and SPS&FS groups (Fig. 7). We characterized the 
temporal networks associated with psychological disorders, endocrine 
systems, and abnormal fears. Each gene’s expression level is presented 
as a circle with three rings. The control group’s expression level is in the 
center. The second-layer ring represents the expression level at the early 
stage, and the outer ring represents the expression level at the late stage. 
The linkage between each molecule presents the relation of protein- 
protein interaction derived from the IPA community network analysis. 

From the network analysis of psychological disorders (Fig. 7A), we 
found a number of genes associated with DNA-binding transcription 
factors or RNA-binding proteins: Arc, Junb, Egr1, c-fos, Dusp5, Dusp1, and 

Fig. 3. Early and late responsive pathways involved in the FS and SPS&FS groups. Pathways characterized in the early and late stages after FS and SPS&FS exposure. 
ST: short-term (<2 h after FS or SPS&FS exposure); LT: long-term (7 days after FS or SPS&FS exposure). 
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Egr2 were enriched in the early phase after SPS&FS exposure. In addi-
tion, we found an increase in the gene expression of Bdnf (Bdnf engages 
in dendritic growth, synaptogenesis, and neurogenesis), Ucn (Ucn en-
codes for a stress response neuropeptide), and Slc2a3 (Slc2a3 encodes 
for a glucose transporter that mediated glucose uptake). In the late phase 
after SPS&FS exposure, the network analysis of psychological disorders 
shows the enrichment of genes such as Bcl2l11 (encodes for a Bcl-2- 
related protein, participating in apoptosis), Jun (transcription factor), 
Foxg1 (neural survival), Hcn1 (hyperpolarization-activated cyclic 
nucleotide-gated potassium channel 1), Glp1r (induces insulin secre-
tion), Egfr (cellular growth, differentiation, and apoptosis), and Akap5 (a 
kinase anchor protein, participating in synaptic plasticity). The network 
analysis also showed other genes involved in the mGluR-eEF2-AMPAR 
pathway: Grm5, Grm1, Gria1, Homer1, and Homer2. However, in the 
FS group, we observed a different condition. A number of the genes in 
the psychological disorders network were downregulated or less acti-
vated. Here we identified only a few genes that were highly activated (z- 
score around 1–1.5) in the early phase after FS exposure, such as Nab2, 
Alox15 (lipoxygenase, and inflammation factor), Gdnf, Ntsr1, Mef2d, and 
Mc4r. We also identified a few genes activated in the late phase after FS 
exposure, including Alox15 (lipoxygenase), Slc2a4 (encodes for a 
glucose transporter), and Pdlim4 (encodes for an actin-binding protein). 

In addition, Bdnf was more activated in the SPS&FS model compared 
with the FS model in the late phase, and the higher Bdnf activation may 
imply more dendritic or synaptic formation after extreme stress expo-
sure in the SPS&FS model. 

In the network analysis of the endocrine system (Fig. 7B), we found a 
number of genes were highly activated in the early phase after SPS&FS 
exposure, including Irs2, Stat3, Lep, Birc5, Fgf2, Pomc, Crh, Rara, Cd44, 
Clic4, and Il1r2. We observed downregulated gene expression of Crhr1 in 
the late phase after SPS&FS exposure. Crhr1 encodes a G-protein 
coupled receptor that binds neuropeptides of the corticotropin-releasing 
family, and the downregulation of Crhr1 in the late phase of the SPS&FS 
group could imply the decreased sensitivity to negative feedback inhi-
bition of HPA-axis function in the PTSD condition. In the FS group, genes 
associated with the endocrine system were less activated, but the pattern 
was different from the SPS&FS group. Only a few genes were more 
activated in the early phase after FS exposure, including Ptpn1, Cntf, and 
Faah. Moreover, other genes such as Actb and Spp1, which encode for 
extracellular matrix protein, Kcnn2, and Pik3r1 were more activated in 
the late phase after FS exposure. Crhr1 was activated in both the early 
and late phases after FS exposure, which is different from the down-
regulated condition in the SPS&FS model. In the network of increased 
fear (Fig. 7C), we found genes including Arc, Bdnf, Ucn, Ptgs2, and Vgf 

Fig. 4. Heat maps of upstream modulators and DEGs involved in the early and late biological processes after FS or SPS&FS exposure. (A) We identified genes of 
upstream modulators that may play critical roles in the early and late biological processes after FS or SPS&FS exposure. (B) Early responsive DEGs involved in EIF2 
signaling, NRF2-mediated oxidative stress response, and acute phase responding signaling. (C) Late responsive DEGs involved in the sirtuin signaling pathway, STAT3 
pathway, and cAMP pathway. Con: control group, ST: short-term (<2 h after FS or SPS&FS exposure); LT: long-term (7 days after FS or SPS&FS exposure). 
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were highly activated at the early time point after SPS&FS exposure. In 
addition, Bdnf and Ptgs2 remained highly activated in the late phase of 
the SPS&FS group, as were other genes such as Gria1, Ephb2, Adrb1, 
Efnb3, and Trpc5. In the FS group, Arc, Ucn, and Vgf were activated in the 
early phase when compared with their levels in the control group, but 
the activation levels were low, and z-scores ranged between − 0.5 and 
0.5. We found most of the genes in the network of increased fear in the 
FS group were downregulated when compared with their levels in the 
control group; among them, only Gtf2ird1, which encodes for a tran-
scription factor, was shown to have a higher activation level in the late 
phase after FS exposure. Furthermore, in Appendices Fig. A2, the 
expression level differences between FS and SPS&FS groups are pre-
sented in an alternative format, showing early and late-stage genetic 
network dynamics using circles with three rings to represent the 
expression levels of each gene. The center represents the control group, 
the second-layer ring represents the FS group, and the outer ring rep-
resents the SPS&FS group. This provides a clearer understanding of ST 
and LT network alterations in different groups. 

3.7. A summary of temporal alteration in the FS model and the SPS&FS 
model 

A summary of biological processes (Fig. 8) illustrates critical genetic 
pathways associated with the early and late responses involved in the FS 
model and the SPS&FS model, the p-values of each pathway was 

indicated. The biological processes are described in Section 3.3. Un-
derstanding this temporal alteration could help identify stage-specific 
differences between the two models. 

4. Discussion 

In this study, we investigated the genetic profiling of the frontal re-
gion in the early and late stages after fear conditioning in the FS model 
or extreme stress exposure in the SPS&FS model. From the genetic 
analysis, we aimed to elucidate further the genetic differences in the FS 
model or the model featuring PTSD. To reveal the genetic changes, we 
first performed the analysis of DEG patterns, and later we identified 
major early and late responsive pathways and upstream modulators. 
Further detailed analysis was performed on canonical pathways and 
networks to characterize the temporal changes in these two models. 
Here, many DEGs were identified at the early and late phases after FS or 
SPS&FS exposure. Based on the heat map of DEGs (Fig. 2A) and the PCA 
results (Fig. 2C), we found distinguishable patterns between the FS and 
SPS&FS groups and lines of evidence for temporal differences between 
early and late phases. From the functional enrichment analysis (Fig. 3), 
we found convergent pathways were enriched in the early stages of the 
FS and SPS&FS models, including EIF2 signaling, NRF2-mediated 
oxidative stress response, acute phase responding signaling, and 
immunology. The early activation of the EIF2 signaling pathway may 
explain the initiation of general translational control and effective 

Fig. 5. The analysis of canonical pathways (metabolic pathways) involved in the early and late metabolic processes after FS or SPS&FS exposure. (A) The heat map 
represents the metabolic pathways involved in the early and late phases after FS or SPS&FS exposure. An asterisk (*) indicates a pathway that is statically insig-
nificant (|activation z-score| ≤ 1.96). The color shows the z-scores of DEGs annotated in the specific metabolic biological process. ST: short-term (<2 h after FS or 
SPS&FS exposure); LT: long-term (7 days after FS or SPS&FS exposure). (B) The average expression profiles for DEGs involved in major metabolic processes. The y- 
axis shows the average z-score of genes in the specific metabolic process term. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the Web version of this article.) 
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induction of selected genes when adapted to various stress stimuli 
(Pakos-Zebrucka et al., 2016; Wek et al., 2006). In addition, the acti-
vation of the NRF2-mediated oxidative stress response could help bal-
ance redox homeostasis and prevent oxidative damage (Bergamini et al., 
2004; Bouvier et al., 2017). Furthermore, previous research has indi-
cated that the PERK/eIF2α pathway may mediate SPS-induced neural 
apoptosis (Wen et al., 2017), and inhibiting Nrf2 activation could lead to 
an increase in the inflammatory response and oxidative stress (Qiu et al., 
2018) in a mouse model. Moreover, acute phase responding signaling is 
a core part of innate immunity and a first-line defense activated by 
stress, trauma, infection, and inflammation, and it can help mediate the 
acquired immune response (Cray et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2019). 
Furthermore, the activation of the immunology pathway in both the FS 
and SPS&FS models could be explained from an evolutionary perspec-
tive; an enhanced immune system could help repair wounds and prevent 
further infections, as part of an adaptive response to stressful conditions 
(Williams and Leaper, 1982). The convergent pathways observed in the 
FS and SPS&FS models may represent core biological responses to 
confronting fearful and stressful conditions. Other pathways such as 
PPAR signaling, VDR/RXR signaling, and corticotropin-releasing hor-
mone signaling pathway were more significant in the early stage after 
SPS&FS exposure. PPAR signaling was indicated as actively regulating 
genes associated with lipid and carbohydrate metabolism (Thibaut, 
2017), and two other mechanisms were observed to contribute to anx-
iety formation: (1) neuroinflammation and gene expression of cytokine 

and (2) the hydrolysis of neuropeptide CCK-4 (Domi et al., 2016; Rudko 
et al., 2020). Recent studies have suggested PPAR-α, which engages in 
neurosteroid biosynthesis, is especially critical for the regulation of 
emotion in PTSD and depression (Locci and Pinna, 2019; Nisbett and 
Pinna, 2018). The activation of VDR/RXR signaling, which regulates 
Ca2+ homeostasis and the synthesis of neurotrophins, and increased 
intracellular calcium levels were found in the mPFC after traumatic 
stress exposure (Ji et al., 2014; Wen et al., 2012). In the late phase after 
FS and SPS&FS exposure, pathways such as sirtuin, STAT3, cAMP, lipid 
metabolism, and Gα signaling pathways were enriched in the late stages 
of both the FS and SPS&FS models. Deficits in sirtuins were associated 
with impaired synaptic plasticity, and fear memory formation (Kim 
et al., 2018). Besides, deleting Sirt1 in the SPS mouse model led to 
reduced anxiety and freezing time (Li et al., 2019). STAT3 signaling is 
associated with corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) via a PKA-CREB 
mechanism, which can potentially affect glucocorticoid receptor 
signaling pathways (Mynard et al., 2004). STAT3 signaling in the 
mid-brain was found to modulate anxiety-like behavior in female mice 
(Fernandes et al., 2021). In addition, activation of chronic social defeat 
stress in mice induced lipid dysregulation (Chuang et al., 2010). Chronic 
enhancement of Gαs signaling in the forebrain (Favilla et al., 2008) and 
cAMP signaling (Moss et al., 1992) were found to trigger increased 
anxiety-related behaviors. Noticeably, we found increased fear signaling 
in the late phase of the SPS&FS model but not in the FS model, the 
increased fear pathway represents a group of genes that are involved in 

Fig. 6. The analysis of canonical pathways (signaling pathways) involved in the early and late signaling processes after FS or SPS&FS exposure. (A) The heat map 
represents the signaling pathways involved in the early and late phases after FS or SPS&FS exposure. An asterisk (*) indicates a pathway is statically insignificant (| 
activation z-score| ≤ 1.96). The color shows the z-scores of DEGs annotated in the specific signaling biological process. ST: short-term (<2 h after FS or SPS&FS 
exposure); LT: long-term (7 days after FS or SPS&FS exposure). (B) The average expression profiles for DEGs involved in major signaling processes. The y-axis shows 
the average z-score of genes in the specific signaling process term. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web 
version of this article.) 
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the development and persistence of fear-related symptoms in PTSD, 
including adrb1, arc, bdnf, efnb3, ephb2, gria1, gtf2ird1, ptgs2, trpc5, ucn, 
and vgf, enhanced signaling through this pathway may imply abnormal 
fears are involved in PTSD maintenance (Fani et al., 2012). In this study, 
we also characterized some upstream modulators (Fig. 4A) that regulate 
early and late phases after SPS&FS and FS exposure. In the SPS&FS 

group, we found modulator genes such as Adcyap1r1 were highly acti-
vated in both early and late phases after extreme stress exposure. 
Adcyap1r1 encodes the pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating poly-
peptide 1 (PAC1) receptor, reported to participate in controlling the 
HPA axis and correlated with fear-, anxiety- and stress-related responses 
in PTSD (Oyola and Handa, 2017; Ressler et al., 2011). Another 

Fig. 7. The community networks represent the short-term (ST) and long-term (LT) alterations related to the psychological disorder, endocrine system and increased 
fear after FS or SPS&FS exposure. Network analysis of DEGs associated with (A) psychological disorders (B) endocrine system, and (C) increased fear in the FS or 
SPS&FS model. The expression level of each gene is presented as a circle with three rings; the expression level of the control group is in the center, the second-layer 
ring represents the expression level at the early stage, and the outer-layer ring represents the expression level at the late stage. 
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upstream modulatory gene, Lep encodes the leptin protein and partici-
pates in the downregulation of CRH (Arvaniti et al., 2001). Lep was more 
active in the early phase of the SPS&FS group. Previous studies have also 
indicated acutely increased leptin while responding to psychological 
stress (Epel et al., 2001). In addition, we found upregulated Gdnf, which 
is associated with neurogenesis and neuronal plasticity (Uchida et al., 
2011). Increased Gdnf expression was found in the late phase after 
SPS&FS exposure. In the FS group, Tsc2 was enriched in both the early 
and late phases. An increase in Tsc2 expression could enhance the 
inhibitory regulation of the rapamycin (mTOR) pathway. The mTOR 
pathway has an important role in synaptic plasticity formation, cell 
growth, and proliferation (Bassetti et al., 2021; Tang et al., 2002). Lower 
activation of Tsc2 was characterized in the SPS&FS group, which could 
also imply less inhibition of the mTOR pathway in the SPS&FS group. To 
sum up, from the gene analysis of upstream modulators, we identified 
genes of modulators that contributed to the stress response and 
vulnerability to extreme stress; and we found that most of the genes of 
upstream modulators were less active in the FS group. In the analysis of 
canonical pathways, we identified a number of metabolic (Fig. 5) or 
signaling (Fig. 6) pathways activated differentially in the early and late 
phases. In the SPS&FS group, we identified pathways that trended to-
ward activation in the early phase, followed by decreased activation in 
the late phase, including pathways of gluconeogenesis, glycolysis, the 
TCA cycle (de Guia et al., 2014), glutathione redox reactions, phos-
pholipases, and oxidative phosphorylation (Richards et al., 2011; Spiers 
et al., 2014). These pathways are associated with changes in cortisol 
levels, hence the late-phase declined activation in these pathways may 

be due to the decreased sensitivity to negative feedback inhibition of 
HPA-axis regulation and low cortisol levels in the SPS&FS model. In 
comparison, regarding these pathways related to changes in cortisol 
levels, we found general activation without declines in the late phase in 
the FS model. In the analysis of signaling pathways (Fig. 6), we found 
enhanced activation in pathways such as CREB signaling in neurons, 
regulation by stathmin1, estrogen receptor signaling, and 
cAMP-mediated signaling in the late phase of the SPS&FS model. This 
result may be explained by the following reasons: (1) Activation of CREB 
signaling may represent enhanced gene expression control for long-term 
plasticity (Silva et al., 1998), and phosphorylation of CREB can also 
increase BDNF expression (Hetman and Kharebava, 2006). (2) Stathmin 
has been demonstrated as an important regulator of fear expression 
(Shumyatsky et al., 2002). (3) Reports have also suggested PTSD 
symptoms were affected by the cycle of estrogen levels: Low estrogen 
levels enhance phobic anxiety and depression (Glover et al., 2015; Ney 
et al., 2018; Nillni et al., 2015). (4) cAMP has been indicated as 
important in activating several intracellular signaling pathways, espe-
cially the cAMP-PKA pathway, which is important for synaptic plasticity 
and long-term memory formation (Waltereit and Weller, 2003). In 
addition, we noticed declined activation of EIF2 signaling in the late 
phase of the SPS&FS model, and EIF2 signaling activation has been 
suggested against anxiety/depressive-like behaviors (Lin and Sibille, 
2015). Decreased EIF2 signaling may potentially contribute to enhanced 
anxiety and depression in the late phase of the SPS&FS model. From the 
network analysis related to psychological disorders (Fig. 7A), a number 
of genes associated with DNA-binding transcription factors or 

Fig. 8. A summary of biological processes involved in the early (marked with the grey color) and late (marked with the red color) responses after FS and SPS&FS 
exposure. The p-value of each pathway was indicated. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of 
this article.) 
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RNA-binding proteins were enriched in the early phase after SPS&FS 
exposure (Arc, Junb, Egr1, c-fos, Dusp5, Dusp1, and Egr2). In addition, we 
found an increase in Bdnf gene expression levels in both early and late 
phases after SPS&FS exposure. These outcomes reflect an early response 
to stress mediation and elevated Bdnf may imply an increase in synaptic 
plasticity and underlying LTPs (Minichiello, 2009). In comparison, a 
considerable number of genes from the FS group were downregulated or 
less activated in the psychological disorders network and the gene 
expression pattern was different from the SPS&FS group. In the network 
analysis of endocrine systems (Fig. 7B), one noticeable aspect is that 
Crhr1 was activated in both the early and late phases after FS exposure, 
but a reversed condition of downregulated Crhr1 gene expression was 
characterized in the late phase after SPS&FS exposure. This result may 
indicate the dysregulated negative feedback inhibition of HPA-axis 
function with less activation of molecular signaling for neuropeptides 
of the corticotropin-releasing family. In the network analysis of 
increased fear, Bdnf, Ptgs2, Gria1, Ephb2, Efnb3, Adrb1, and Trpc5 were 
activated in the late phase of the SPS&FS group. Bdnf as mentioned 
previously, is important for dendritic growth, synaptogenesis, and 
neurogenesis (Eadie et al., 2005; Henry et al., 2007; Horch, 2004). Ptgs2 
encodes cyclo-oxygenase 2, which trended toward increasing when fear 
expression increased (Cho et al., 2016). Ephb2 and Ephb3 are important 
for synaptic efficacy and memory formation (Lai and Ip, 2009), and the 
adrenergic receptors Adrb1 and Trpc5 have been implied in fear memory 
and anxiety behavior (Riccio et al., 2009; Roozendaal et al., 2004; 
Rudoy and Van Bockstaele, 2007). For long-term fear regulation, we 
found a considerable number of genes associated with increased fears 
were activated in the SPS&FS group. In contrast, these genes were less 
activated in the FS group, which may explain the abnormal fear main-
tenance in PTSD. These network dynamics have revealed temporal ge-
netic changes and a tendency toward pathological network alterations 
for PTSD. In conclusion, understanding the genetic profile of the frontal 
region revealed the temporal difference in the early and late stages after 
fear conditioning or extreme stress and further elucidated the biological 
progression involved in PTSD pathology, which may lead to better in-
terventions for targeting particular temporal stages with specific path-
ways in PTSD treatment. 

5. Conclusion 

The frontal area is a crucial region involved in the top-down control 
of fear regulation. Our results demonstrate the temporal genetic alter-
ations of the frontal area at the transcriptome level, and we compared 
them in the fear condition model and a model simulating the fear-related 
features of PTSD. Here, we identified differential expressional patterns 
in the two models, as well as stage-specific pathways involved in early or 
late responses and the temporal changes of genetic community networks 
(including psychological disorder, endocrine system, and increased 
fear). These results elucidate the crucial molecules involved in the early 
and late responses in the FS model and the model featuring PTSD. 
Further understanding of the temporal alterations could help better 
target stage-specific pathways and help elucidate the differences be-
tween the two models. 
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